
Cultivating
Courage

MathMoms Covid-19 Response

Adding up to more



A nurturing
community
Our five responses to the
pandemic:

Nurturing community: staying in contac and caring for

those around us

Continued learning: providing information; teaching

children through play and storytelling

Food security: weekly payments and occasional care

packages

Creating routine: daily activities, tasks, and exercises

Exercising: mindfulness and physical exercises
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"My experiences during this period...is that the coronavirus

puts all lives at stake, many lives were lost and many families

lost members but the good out of this period of time, people

learnt to share with one another by giving food when one

don't have and working together as a union."  - Katheema,

MathMom at Elnor Primary



Nourish
to
flourish
Your

contributions

have enabled

us to:

The MathMoms' physical 
well-being was

 further prioritised by:

Encouraging regular physical
exercise - a professional athlete

and an instructor made special
videos to share with the Moms!

Giving them access to
consultations with a medical

doctor
Adding basic hygiene

necessities (disinfectant, masks,
soap, etc.) to the care package 

pay a weekly amount into
each MathMoms' bank
account to help keep the
basics on the table
119 families were helped over
13 weeks  - that is 640+
individuals weekly
in 50% of the households this
was the only secure income

We are deeply grateful to every
individual, company, and
organisation that contributed to
our fund.



An active community
As a group we sought solutions to the unique problems the pandemic
and the lockdown created in our communities, acting for change
instead of only reacting to disaster. What we did so far:

created routines at home: the Moms were provided with daily

exercises and activities to do with the learners and with learning

support

created a feeling of belonging: Moms and Mentors stay in touch via

WhatsApp, video messages, and weekly phone calls to remind them

that they are not isolated

encouraged self-care and rest through sharing mindfulness exercises

and reminders to TRE. They can only create a safe space for others if

they are emotionally grounded

invited the Moms to participate in creative competitions and

challenges to win prizes (cash or data)

adapted to the changing circumstances by learning new skills as

Mentors and directors (Zoom meetings!) and planning for the road

ahead

stayed in contact with the school principals; provided ingredients for

the schools' feeding schemes; supported Grade 7 teachers by

providing summaries of their maths and languages curriculum content

The Moms continue to create safe and stimulating spaces for children

at home by engaging in fun and creative activities, teaching

mathematics through play, and most importantly through story-telling

sessions where children have the opportunity to engage with the crisis

in their own way (role-playing, drawing and telling a story, etc.)

The Moms were asked to make regular contact with the teachers at

their school and to thank them for their hard work

 



Results
From informal feedback gathered from the Moms we learned
the following:

the Moms appreciate the weekly payments they receive and the

food that has been donated - this has not only helped them

support their immediate family, but also those in their

communities who are struggling

there is a true sense of community and sociality despite social

distancing: they speak of a sense of belonging, of continuing to

learn from the materials we provide (books, videos, etc.) and

from each other; we have seen Moms reaching out to volunteer

or even take the lead feeding schemes, we have seen Moms

take responsibility for other children in their community

the Moms are deeply committed to the work that they do: this

we saw most clearly this week when, after 13 weeks apart,

everyone showed up to get more materials and information

packs - even the new Moms who joined during lockdown!

 

Dodelik is jy                             You are fatal but

Corona jy sal nie bly               Corona, you will not stay

Saamstaan sal jou wen.          Standing together, we win

 

Winning haiku by Ivy, MathMentor at JS Kloppers Primary

 



The
way
forward
 

“For some reason such grand concepts
as love and kindness often get

relegated to the realm of the spiritual,
as if they have no place in all other
aspects of life. Quite simply, this is

about humanity. Not only is love very
much a part of what makes us human, it
is the strongest force for being able to

work together collaboratively in
community so that we may

thrive.”― Kristi Bowman, A Butterfly
Life

Start with TRE (trauma and tension
releasing exercises) in small groups 
learn more about children and working
with children so that they can truly support
and listen to the needs of learners who
may be struggling in these uncertain times
be led by teachers to identify gaps in
learners' knowledge due to school
closures, and fill those gaps as best we
can
To be physically present at the schools and
to support the teachers where necessary

Moms: 

 
We will continue to provide emotional support
to our Moms and communities, as we firmly
believe that we need to be engaged with our
communities to truly thrive. Our continued
financial assistance relies on the contributions
we receive from our friends - we hope that we
will be able to continue this form of support as
well.
 
 
 
 



"To get a phone call
from your mentor

makes you feel like you
still belong

somewhere..."

"...we
communicate

daily...we
motivate and

encourage each
other...I learn a lot
on the group chat"

"...to see something in
your bank balance...I

made a delicious pot of
soup with my Soup in a

Jar Recipe and shared it
with my neighbours..."


